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INTRODUCTION 
There exist a surprisingly large number of relations for the hypergeometric 
functions. In the first section a structure theorem is derived for relations of a 
special kind, the so-called linear homogeneous partial mixed difference- 
differential equations. This structure theorem hinges on a generalization of 
Stafford’s theorem on the structure of ideals in the Weyl-algebra’s, which is 
proved in section 2 using noncommutative localization. In section 3 some other 
consequences of this localization technique are proved. 
5 1. LINEAR RELATIONS FOR THE HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION 
Let F(a, b; c; z) be the hypergeometric function: 
m (a),@), 
F(a,b;c;z)= C ~ 
n=O n! (c), ‘“’ 
where (a),=a(a+ l)...(a+n- l), etc. . . . . 
As is well-known the hypergeometric function satisfies a score of homo- 
geneous equations involving differentiation with respect to Z, or a shift over an 
integer in a, b or c. For instance (Slater [7], ch. 1): 
I z(l -z) $ +(c-(1 +a-b)z) $ -ab 1 F(a,b;c;z)=O; 






Let 13 = @/a~), p. the shift operator in a: p,f(a, b, c, z) =f(a + 1, b, c, z), and pb 
and pC likewise in b and c, then all these relations have the form: 
LF(u,b;c;z)=O 
with L E Qs[@ b, C, Z, ‘Pa, P, ‘, (pb, Vpb ‘9 PC, PO, ‘9 aI. 
So studying this kind of relations for the hypergeometric function, which I 
shall call linear homogeneous partial mixed difference-differential equations, 
leads to the study of the set of linear partial mixed difference-differential 
operators. It is not difficult to see that this set forms an associative Q-algebra, 
with [~,,a] =(P@, [pb,b] =pb, [pC,c] =(pC, [S, z] = 1 and that all other basic 
commutators vanish. 
In fact I shall study more in general the k-algebra’s 
G,,.(k)=kLvl,...,~,,z~,...,z,,~ ,,... ,q,n,(~;‘,..., ~)m’,4,...,4J, 
where k is a field of characteristic zero, and the only nonvanishing commu- 
tators are 
[Pi9 Yjl = Pii [Si, Zil = l* 
In the special case that m =0 one recovers the Weyl-algebra A,(k), and the 
case m = 3, n = 1, k= Q yields the algebra introduced in connection with the 
hypergeometric function. Recall that for the Weyl-algebra’s Stafford [8] proved 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Every left ideal of A,,(k) may be generated by two elements. 
In section 2 I shall prove the following generalization: 
THEOREM 2. Every left ideal of G,,.(k) may be generated by two elements. 
This theorem can be proven using the same arguments as Stafford uses for 
the proof of theorem 1, but a much faster way consists in considering G,,(k) 
as a localization of A,+,(k), as is done in section 2. Moreover, this yields a 
whole set of generalizations of theorems valid for the Weyl-algebra’s (see for 
instance Bjork [2], ch. 1). 
Applying this theorem to Gs, i(Q) yields now the structure theorem for the 
linear homogeneous partial mixed difference-differential relations of the hyper- 
geometric functions: 
THEOREM 3. There exist two homogeneous linear partial mixed difference- 
differential relations for the hypergeometric function, which imply all relations 
of this kind. 
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PROOF. Let L(F) = {L E G,, ,(Q)ILF= O}. L(F) forms a left ideal in G3,i(Q), 
and is hence generated by two elements. 
Or as another consequence, recall that for any distinct triples (li, mi, ni) E Z3 
there exist Ai E Q[a, b, C, z] \ (0) such that 
C AiF(a+li,b+mi;C+ni, z)=O @later [7], ch. 1). 
r=l 
NOW from theorem 2 one derives that there exist two relations of the type 
CF= 1 IZ;F(a + [ii b + Q; C + ni; Z) = 0 generating the others, considering the 
G3,,(Q(z))-module generated by F. 
As a final remark notice that the Euler-identity (Slater [7], ch. 1): 
F(a,b;c;z)=(l-z)c-a-bF(~-a,c-b;c;z) 
is of a completely different nature, and hence does not fall in the range of 
theorem 3. 
5 2. LOCALIZATIONS OF THE WEYL-ALGEBRA 
To get an idea about the sequel consider the algebra G,,,(Q) = Qy, ~1, u,-‘1. 
Until1 now this algebra was viewed as a set of operators acting upon functions 
in the argument y. 
Assume that these functions allow a Mellintransform: 
where r is a contour which is invariant under p. Then 
If(u) = j u -yo, + 1)dy = j u -y+ ‘f(y)dy = u?(u) 
F I- 
YfW= L Yu-yfcv)dY= --u $ j u-yf(y)dy= -u $f(u). 
r 
Hence Qh, cp] can also be considered as a set of operators on functions in the 
argument u, and is isomorphic to Q[u, u d/du]. Localizing to v, then yields an 
isomorphism between G,,,(Q) and the localization of the Weyl-algebra A,(Q) 
to 2. 
This isomorphism is of course completely independent of the existence of the 
Mellintransform, and can be described formally by means of localization 
techniques, which hold in general for A,(k). Therefore let &CA,(k) be the 
multiplicative subset generated by 1, zi, . . . , z,,,. Then S, satisfies: 
LEMMA 1. For all s E S, and a E A,(k) there exist S’E S,,, and a’E A,,(k) such 
that s’a = a’s. 
PROOF. Any s’ = z~Q$.. . 22, with the (Yi very large, will do. According to 
Stenstrom [9], ch. II, prop. 1.4 this property enables one to localize A,,(k) 
with aspect to S,. The elements of S; ‘A,(k) are expressions of the type s-la, 
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SE%, a E&(/C), where sr-‘al and s; la2 are identified if s2ul =s1a2. Then 
S; ‘A,(k) is a ringextension of A,(k) due to lemma 1. 
Let me introduce some notation. N,= (0, 1,2,3, . . . }; if z = (zr, . . . , z,) and 
aEiz”, then za=zP1zT*..z$ 1~~1 =or+a2+ ... +a,. A,+,(k) is the Weyl- 
algebra in the variables x1, . . . . x,, zl, . . . . z,,; S, is the multiplicative subset 
generated by 1, x1, . . . . x,. Denote -Xi a/ax, by di, and a/azj by aj. 
LEMMA 2. The set {xazBd”P[a E P, L E NF\Jgm, p, p E N,“} forms u basis for the 
k linear space S; ‘A,,,+,,(k). 
PROOF. This is an easy consequence of Bjork [2], ch. 1, prop. 1.2. 
A similar lemma holds for G,,,(k) as is immediate from the definition: 
LEMMA 3. Theset {qazsy’VlaEZm, rZ E NC, p, p E N,“} forms u basis for the 
k linear space G,,,(k). 
These two lemma’s imply the existence of an isomorphism o of k-linear 
spaces between G,,,(k) and S,jj ‘A,+,(k): 
a(~?7.$~aq =~Vd~afl. 
The point is of course: 
LEMMA 4. o is an isomorphism of k-algebra’s 
PROOF. The only point is to verify whether o(yi(ai) = o(yi)o(pi). Since yipi= 
= vliyi - pi one has 
Having proved that G,,.(k) is isomorphic to a localization of A,+,(k) the 
only point left to verify is that theorem 1 stays valid under localization. Recall 
the following definition: An ideal JcA,+,(k) is called &,-saturated if for all 
UEA m+,,(k) and s E S,, su E J implies that u E J, or stated differently: 
J=S,-‘JflA,+,(k). 
If J is an ideal of S; ‘A,+,(k), then JnA,+,(k) is obviously an &-saturated 
ideal of A ,+,(k). In fact (Stenstrom [9], ch. 1 exe 11): 
LEMMA5. There is a one-one correspondence between the &-saturated ideals 
of A,+,(k) and the ideals of S;‘A,+,,(k), and if JaS;lAm+n(k) then 
J=S,-‘(JnA,+,,(k)). 
COROLLARY. Theorem 2. 
PROOF. Let J be an ideal of G,,(k), then a(J) is an ideal of S;‘A,+,,(k). 
Let aI and a2 generate a(J)nA,+. (k), then al and u2 generate a(J) and hence 
J is generated by o-‘(al) and o-r(u2). 
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5 3. OTHER COROLLARIES 
1. Generalized hypergeometric functions. Note that a similar theorem holds 
for all generalized hypergeometric functions. For some cases where the para- 
meters are integers this seems to be known, 
2. Module structure. From lemma 4 and Stafford [S], TH 3.313.9 imme- 
diately follows: 
THEOREM 4. Let M be a finitely generated G,,.(k)-module. Then M=M’@ 
@G&,.(k) where SE INi,, rank M’S 1 and M’ can be generated by two elements. 
3. Global homological dimension. Since G,,.(k) is flat over A,+,(k) 
(Stenstrom [9], ch. II, prop. 3.5) gl.dim G,,.(k)lA,+,(k)=m+n (Roos [6]). 
Since k, considered as a G,,.(k) module has a minimal projective resolution of 
length m + n as one easily verifies this proves: 
THEOREM 5. (See also Bjork [2] ch. 3, th. 2.5) gl.dim G,,,(k)=m+n. 
4. Krulldimension. Using Rentschler-Gabriel’s definition of Krulldimen- 
sion, one proves: 
THEOREM 6. K dim G,,.(k) =m+n. 
PROOF. From lemma 5 and prop. a of Rentschler-Gabriel [5] one has 
K dim G,,.(k)sK dim A,,, (k) = m + n (Nouazy-Gabriel [4]). Now proceed 
with induction with respect to m. 
The case m =0 being clear, let J be an ideal of G,-,,,(k), then 
4Ym Pm9 cp, ‘14Ym) 
is a submodule of G,,.(k)/(y,) and hence again by prop. a of [5] one con- 
cludes that K dim G,,,(k)/(y,)> m + n - 1 and now the infinite sequence of 
ideals in G,,.(k): 
Cn,.(WCvmD(r,)2~ ... 
has factors of Krulldimension not less than m + n - 1. Hence 
m+nlK dim G,,.(k)rK dim A,+,(k)=m+n. 
5. Bernstein dimension. For any G,,.(k) module M, one may define its 
Bernstein dimension d(M) (see Gabber [3] or Bjork [2]). 
As was proved there one has d(M) 2 m + n for any finitely generated non zero 
G,,,(k) module M. 
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